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Introduction

1.1 Electric cars and their function
First, there appears to be a question what electric cars actually are and how they differ from
common used cars with combustion engines. They are the vehicles propelled with electric
power from their batteries, fuel cells and sometimes from solar panels. In particular, they do
not comprise the traditional components: combustion engines, exhaust fumes systems, gear
boxes, sparking plugs, clutches or, for example oil. From this fact, there are emerging a lot of
advantages, but also disadvantages.

1.2 History of electric cars
19th century in the world
Electrical energy is known from the year 1800 when there was discover the first usable source
of permanent electrical energy – the Voltaic pile. Within a short period in the first half of 19th
century there was surveyed the majority of electric properties of matters under normal
conditions. There were discovered new laws valid in electric circuits and there was discovered
a relation of electricity and magnetism. The most significant names from that period were
Alessandro Volta, André Marie Ampere, Georg Simon Ohm and Hans Christian Oersted,
Michael Faraday.
It will be difficult to attribute the electric car invention to a particular person because about
1800 every second inventor was crazy about electrical energy. For the first impulse could be
considered the year 1828 when a Hungarian inventor Ányos Jedlik invented a prototype of
electric engine and immediately came into his mind an idea to put the engine on four wheels.
In 1835, there appeared the first electric cars in the Netherlands and Italy almost at the same
time. They had a power source which the cars drove along. The first cars using electric
propulsion were constructed by Netherlands professor Sibrandus Stratingh. This fact is even
more interesting because the first car with a combustion engine drove down from an assembly
line almost 50 years later.
In 1859 a French physicist called Gaston Planté invented a lead battery which could finally be
used for charging. The lead battery was timeless and we actually use it without a change
today. The lead accumulator brought a multiple higher capacity which was a perfect base for
reaching the speed and range which were unimaginable with electric cars till that time.
Unfortunately, the first accumulator was disproportionately expensive. Its weight which
highly exceeded the weight of a car and a rather small capacity made its use lower.
Despite the fact, the electric cars were attractive. They were simple as for construction,
relatively quiet and they did not pollute the air, even though it was not primary at the time.
The electric motors were placed either close to the rear axle to provide that every wheel could
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independently go round and this way there disappeared the complicated differential gears or
directly into the every wheel hub as with idling machines.
František Křižík and electric car
Among the first designers of electric cars in the world there also belongs a Czech electrical
engineer and significant inventor Dr. Ing. František Křižík (1847-1941), who was born in
Plánice in the southern Bohemia. He also noticed the invention of lead battery. It was in 1895
when he finished his first electric car, driven by an electric motor of 5 HP (3.7 kW) via the
epicyclic gearing to the rear axle. Originally, the vehicle was controlled by a lever which was
subsequently substituted by a steering wheel. The forward movement was controlled with two
classical pedals by a driver. The needed accumulators were placed in the rear part of car.
Braking and accelerating were done by the pedals and besides it had a band brake on an
intermediate shaft.
A next model of his electric car was driven by two electric motors of 2.2 kW power (3k),
affecting the rear wheels. To extend its range he had to place into the car also a petrol engine
which was propelling a dynamo which was recharging the accumulators.
Later, there came with a similar solution (petrol-electric drive) the designers Jakub Lohner
and Ferdinand Porsche in Vienna. Therefore, their car carried the name Lohner-Porsche.
Turn of the 19th and 20th century – another trials with electric car
Even in Russia there appeared some rather decent rivals at the time. In 1899, another
electrical engineer, I. V. Romanov, presented his two-seater open car which reached the speed
of 35 km/h, with a range of 60 kilometres. In 1881 there was made the first successful electric
car in France. Its author was an engineer called M. J. Raffard who constructed an electric tram
for 31 passengers. Its weight was 8 600 kg, it drove at speed of 12 km/h and at one charge it
was able to drive 40 km.
Since 1891, the company Holtzer Cabot Electric produced electric cars in the USA. There
were more than 35 000 electric cars in the USA till 1915. Since 1900 the electric cars had
already had rivals in present classical cars with combustion engine and in cars propelled with
steam. At the beginning of the 20th century there were more electric than combustion engine
cars in the USA.
First series production of electric cars
One of the first series production electric cars was a vehicle made by American company
Baker Motor Vehicle. In that time the company could boast of the title “the biggest car
producer in the world”. The car which was produced in years 1899-1915, offered the range up
to 80 km with the maximal speed 23 km/h. A Baker Electric Car was available for the
Americans at a rather high price of 2 300 dollars (cca 53 700 Kč). At present the car would
cost about 63 300 dollars, that means about 1 480 000 CZK.
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Speed of the first electric cars
French designer Jeantaud and count Chasseloup–Laubat claim credit for the first speed record
of an electric car. The French count gradually burnt down three electric motors in his car
before he managed to break his original record from 1898 – 63 km/h and reached 92.24 km/h.
Electric car was even the first vehicle in the world which managed to break one hundred
kilometres limit. Camile Jenatzy answered on April 29th, 1899 when he made a new speed
record 105.882 km/h which was not broken next three years. His record car Jamais Contente
was similar to a cigar and its driver stuck out of its aluminium bodywork with almost all his
body.

In 1902 an electric car called Torpédo KID reached even the speed almost 170 km/h.
The end of electric car production
An exploration of new crude oil reservoirs rapidly decreased the petrol price and the petrol
lobist group felt a chance to very vigorously get rich if petrol would start to be globally used.
3

The companies drilling petrol were, of course, inclining to initiation of petrol global use. In
1912 Charles Kettering invented the first starter which meant a revolution in comfort. It
removed the uncomfortable and physically hard starting with handle which was a
considerable disadvantage to electric cars. There was no longer a big difference in starting the
petrol and electric car. Uncomfortable, physically hard and often even dangerous starting with
a handle remained a necessity for a few cold winter months.
After solving a problem with knocking in the engine (by adding lead into the blend) the oil
lobbyists gradually initiated the approval of numerous laws and by commerce and price
convinced the public to voluntarily and happily use and breath for almost one hundred years
carcinogenic fumes from leaded petrol. This happened despite the fact that there was a
possibility to use ethanol instead of lead in that time.
With low maximal speed which was between 24 – 32 km/h and a small range of 50 - 65 km
electric cars ceased to be favourable for customers. On the other hand the combustion engines
were recording even a growth in selling. The horse powers were rising and the prices were
decreasing.
The main impulse for development of cars with combustion engines represented the Henry
Ford Company which started the mass production of vehicles with combustion engines at
very affordable prices (500-1 000 dollars). The cars gradually became affordable to all people.
For comparison – a petrol car was possible to buy at 650 dollars, an adequate electric roadster
at 1 750 dollars.
The main advantage of electric cars remained quietness. The silence and pure air around the
car acted as an oasis of piece next to badly tuned smoking eight-cylinders. However, all that
was not enough and, besides, World War II stopped the growing industry in that era.
20 th century – electric vehicles as a rarity and necessary evil of “poor” times
Gradual solving of combustion engine basic bugs and starting of mass production led to
bigger and bigger motorization of general public. Electric cars did not contribute to this
development almost at all, if we do not take into account some small industrial vehicles or
public transportation.
It was an era when there played for electric cars only the matter of fuel and possibility to
show something unusual. An evidence of this was the construction of a limited electric car
series in the time of need to overcome difficult access to oil (WW II, Sinai War, the 1970´s
and the time of so called oil crisis). Globally unsupported research led to the situation that
whenever electric cars had to be produced there was looked at them through the fingers as at a
necessary evil for its limited powers.
Especially, the oil crisis during the years 1973-1979 affected the public view and made the car
producers and scientific teams to start, though only on the level of testing cars, working on
electric cars again.
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That the shortage of oil supplies had the global consequences is evident also from the activity
of Czechoslovakia which was given a task to evolve a small electric family car (later known
as EMA) for the Comecon countries.
Even though there were not put into mass production any of those mostly European electric
car projects, the evolution in this field was no more ignored. To the real breakthrough and
return to electromobility, personal or mass, it came at the moment when the fears of energy
dependence on oil imports were supported with the impact of exhaust fumes pollution on the
nearest surroundings.

Turn of the 20 th and 21 st century – electric motor for sure, unclear source of energy
Throughout the car industry world news there exist a consensus that the drive of future is the
electric motor. A topical question rather is which energy source will electric cars supply.
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The long evolved concept of direct hydrogen burning in the adapted Otto engines, which was
the main driving force of this idea, has been recently stopped. Meanwhile, in very discussed
and progressive Tesla Motors they have gone on the way of sport electric cars charged –
entirely from batteries, the majority of renowned car producers bet on the way with so called
hybrids.
The reason for this is clear: the conception of these hybrids combining mostly electric motor
with combustion engine or compression-ignition engine offer a longer range to the customer.
It enables to the car producers and to the industry connected the amortization of the
combustion engine production and their peripheries. An often discussed question of hydrogen
fuel cells, that means small labs for energy production placed right in the car, is still very
difficult to answer. It is especially for the high price of fuel cells and inaccessibility of cheap
hydrogen.
It is too early to talk about overall unsuitability of fuel cells in personal transportation because
the combustion engines were at the beginning also very imperfect. For the great energy
efficiency of electric motors (up to 97 %), the possibility of recuperation, etc., there is
appearing some news about doubts of big energetic companies about profitability of electric
cars. From this point of view it could be much more interesting the energetically demanding
but financially lucrative production and distribution of hydrogen. It is essential to provide the
promotion of electric energy gained from renewable resources for supplying electric motors
of our cars.
There remains only to conclude: The use of electric motor is clear, but not for storage of
energy.
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21 st century- Tesla and its commercial success of electric cars
From the edge of interest there helped the electric cars the American company Tesla Motors
which except from electric car production dealt also with solar panels and storage of electric
energy. Behind the change stands the executive director and renowned visionary Elon Musk
who by the way founded the company SpaceX which is one of the first private space
companies.
The electric cars Tesla X and Tesla S which the company started to produce during the years
2008 – 2012 belong nowadays among the best known electric cars with worldwide success.
However, other car companies are not idling and at present there can be bought for example
electric cars by BMW, Volskwagen, Hyundai, Nissan or Renault. Not even the home
company Škoda does not want to be too far behind and in the field of electric cars intends to
be involved as well. For example, it has announced a plan for its future electric car called
Vision E.
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1.3 Advantages of electric cars
Environment
Electric cars have its unquestionable advantages. They pollute the air much less than cars with
combustion engines thanks to the absence of whole range of components. They are not such a
burden to the environment. Moreover, they are practically faultless and thanks to a high
torque they offer a very smooth driving from almost zero revs.
Costs reduction
However, for most of people there are low running costs the most attractive thing on buying
an electric car. For example, if you drive 30 000 km/year, the running costs will be less than a
crown per one kilometre. For comparison, one driven kilometre with a common car costs
roughly about 2 CZK and that is true only if the car is energy-saving one. All in all the costs
saved by using an electric car can reach up to 250 000 CZK after 5 years of using. And that is
a quite attractive sum.

1.4 Disadvantages of electric cars
Limited range
However, nothing is perfect and about the cars with electric drive it is valid not to a small
extent. Among the main drawbacks there belongs the range at one battery charging. With
cheap models the range at one charging is from 100 to 200 km and that is very low. A car
with combustion engine can drive more than 700 km at one full tank. The highest achiever as
for electric car battery lasting is Tesla S which can drive up to 466 km without connecting to a
socket. That is roughly a half range of common used cars.
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The network of charging stations is not a very dense one in our country. According to the data
from 2016 there is only about 248 charging stations for electric cars in the Czech Republic.
This year the government announced that intends to rise this number by 1 200 charging
stations by 2020. It is certainly a very pleasant fact, but it still can not be compared with
traditional petrol stations. According to the Ministry of Industry and Trade there are more
than 7 000 of them in the Czech Republic.

Higher acquisition price
Also a quite high price can be discouraging for people to buy an electric car. Of course, these
cars vary in brands and models, but they are on average 2× – 3× more expensive than the fuel
and diesel counterparts from the same class. If the prices do not drop soon, then electric cars
will be bought predominantly by users with above-average incomes.
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Alternating current drive units

The alternating current motor belongs to the oldest engines. Like every motor the DC motors
consist of a stator and a rotor coil. The stator can be composed of permanent magnets or
poles. The poles can be screwed to the frame and they are made wider by pole pieces at the
end. On the poles there is wound up the excitation winding.
Then, there can be the auxiliary poles and auxiliary winding. The rotor coil consists of sheet
metals with groves in which there is placed the winding. In the sheet metals there are also
vent holes. On the rotor coil there is placed a commutator on which there are attached carbon
brushes and through them there is conducted electric current into the rotor coil.

The magnetic field induced by the excitation winding in the stator influences the magnetic
field formed in the rotor coil thanks to the transferred current into the winding through the
brushes and commutator which provides the periodical changing of electric current into the
coil (armature), so that the induced charge creates the torque which constantly works in the
direction of rotation.
According to the way of connection of the excitation winding and the armature there can be
motors divided as separately excited DC motors or self-excited DC motors. The self-excited
DC motors are subdivided into the series wound DC motors, shunt wound DC motors or
compound wound DC motors.
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2.1 Separately excited DC motors

The exciting winding is charged from an external source of energy, for example, from an
accumulator. This regulation is controlled via voltage on the rotor coil and the excitation
current. A separately excited DC motor has hard torque characteristic which demonstrates
particularly suitable traction force properties. The advantage lies in a simple and fluent
regulation of revolutions in a wide range and in the continual change from driving into
braking. However, despite these advantages, it has a longer engagement time.
During the high voltage of the whole motor system there is achieved a higher efficiency
thanks to lower falls of the charge on brushes. Then, during high voltage there can be lower
currents in the motor and connecting cables. That brings advantages in lowering weight,
lower cubic content and lower production costs. These motors can be heavily overloaded. For
the constant engine power for an hour there is overloadability 20 % over the constant engine
power. When setting in motion the overloadability can be temporarily even 100 %. These
motors have been used with electric cars quite a long time where they can be charged right
from the battery.
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2.2 Series wound DC motor

The exciting winding is connected in a series with an armature so that the current is the
excitation current at the same time. This motor has the easiest regulation. Its charge is
proportionate to the required value of current so that the engine power regulator controls the
charge in the accumulator in variable induction or variable frequency. A series wound DC
motor has a good initial torque, but its torque curves are very mild. Its torque sinks very fast
with the rising revolutions. When it is made lighter, the revs rise so much that there is a
danger of damaging. Therefore, it can not work without the load on the shaft. Because of the
high torque with low revs and the automatic adaptation of revs according to the load it is used
with electric cars and vehicles using electric traction (trains, undergrouds or streetcars).
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2.3 Parallel electric motor

Its exciting winding and circumference of armature are connected in parallel to the source
through the separate regulatory units. It can be easily and fluently regulated, but in a lower
range than with a separately excited DC motor. They have harder torque characteristics. The
torque sinks slower and linearly with revs. The electric motor is easier to brake. For these
reasons these types of motors are used with the majority of electric vehicles.

2.4 Compound wound DC motor
A compound wound DC motor has one exciting winding in a series connection and the
second is linked in parallel way with an armature. This way it combines the advantages of
both previous electric motors. The series winding is connected magnetically in the same way
with the shunt winding and when it is loaded it causes lowering of revs and increasing of
torque in the motor. On the other hand, the shunt winding reduces revs when it runs idle.

2.5 Brushless DC electric motor
A DC electric motor without brushes has the positions of its rotor coil and stator exchanged in
comparison with the conventional excited DC motor. In the external stator, where are
otherwise permanent magnets, there is placed its winding and the permanent magnets are in
the rotor coil. Its construction is similar to a permanent excited synchronous motor.
The commutator provides charging of stator winding in pulses through the modulated DC
current. This way there is lowered the load on electronic commutation because the winding of
a stator consists only from three or four bundles of threads. The individual bundles are so
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adjusted that the flow density of stator and rotor coil is approximately phase shifted by 90°.
Through this safety measure the position of rotor coil is firmly ranged.
There are usually used Hall probes of optoelectronic system or magnetic resistant system for
this. The brushless DC electric motors have not only a next winding of engine power
electronics, but also new permanent magnetic material as the neodymium-ferrum-borium and
samarium-cobaltum. The last named are relatively expensive at present.
A progressive solution of recent times has been made by the company Magnet-Motor which
stands out for its simple construction, with excellent electric parameters at low weight and
constructional proportions. The engine belongs to the group of electric commutation
synchronous motors with permanent exciting.
For all electric motors is valid that the moment achieved is proportionate to the magnetic
induction in the air gap, to the axial rotor coil length and to the quadrate radius of air gap.
With regard to the quadratic dependence of torque on the radius of air gap there is favourable
the construction of external rotor coil.
This rotor coil consists of pressed out electro sheet metal in which there are placed the
tangentially magnetized separate magnets (neodymium-ferrum-borium) with alternating
polarity. The motor has no rotating electric parts. Inside there is the stator which consists of
the pressed out electro sheet metals and form the high-pole coil holders. The coils are
connected with the output of engine power electronics which commutates currents into the
stator winding the way that the motor acts like a DC motor with separate exciting. It is so
called electronic commutation. Its regulation is simple and perfect in the whole range of revs
up to n = 0. With regard to tenfold magnifying of the engine power in comparison to the
conventional construction of electric motor, the stator winding is cooled down with some
liquid. The engine is 4× lighter than the conventional version and smaller.
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2.6 Advantages and disadvantages of DC electric motors
The DC electric motor is used for its easy speed regulation and suitable dynamic properties.
However, it has lower engine power and energetic efficiency, more demanding maintenance
and it is more expensive.
Advantages of DC electric motors:




technical maturity
simple controlling
financially favourable

Disadvantages of DC electric motors:




commutators and brushes are liable to faults and have to be maintained
maximal circumference speed is limited with frequency of revs ca 7000 min-1
efficiency and density of engine power are smaller than with AC motors

For regulation of all previous types of electric motors there is used electronic regulation for
charging of motor winding by means of the silicon thyristors with right-angled flow of
voltage. The chosen median of current is set by changing frequency and amplitude. For
slowing down in a range of regulation it is sufficient to increase the exciting field. The
voltage in the motor is rising over the voltage in the battery and this way there is the energy
supplied into the battery through diodes.
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3

Alternating current drive units

The AC electric motors are more and more replacing the DC electric motors in electric
vehicles. A big advantage AC motors in comparison to DC electric motors is that in the
rotating rotor coil has not to be conducted any current because it is excited by rotating
magnetic field. As a result of induced current influence there works the forces of magnetic
field on the armature which rotates.
According to the rotation if the rotor coil is running asynchronically or synchronically with
rotating field of stator we can divide the motors into asynchronous and synchronous ones.

3.1 Asynchronous electric motor
The substantial advantage of three-phase asynchronous motor lies in the fact that there is no
commutator. The stator consists of electrotechnical sheet metals, because there goes through
them the magnetic flow variable in time. On the poles or groves there is placed the threephase stator winding. Its rotor coil can be designed as a cage or rings. The cage rotor coil
consists of thick aluminium, brass or copper bars which are closely interconnected. The inner
part is filled with the transformer sheet metal. The ring rotor coil is provided with the winding
through which there is a flow of current conducted with the carbon brushes and rings from the
outside. In this construction there lies the resistances behind the winding of rotor coil and this
way there can be varied the operating conditions.

In an asynchronous motor there is the magnetic flow conducted into the stator through the
exciting winding, however, through rotating tension of variable amplitude and frequency
which needs to be derived from the direct voltage of traction battery. The DC current of
accumulator needs to be transformed into the alternating one. It is usually achieved through
the cyclic switching on of thyristor, at the same time there is almost the right-angled course
changed into the sinusuoidal.
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The stator winding consists of at least three bundles, which are mutually turned by 120°,
charged with three-phase alternating current. Another alternative can be also 3n bundle (n is a
whole number) mutually reset by the angle of 120°/n. This winding produces the rotating
magnetic field with the circular AC frequency , or with n bundles with the circular
frequency /n, it means that it turns spatially against the engine box.
In comparison to the DC electric motor, the asynchronous engine is substantially smaller and
lighter with the same engine power and therefore we can count with the engine power weight
about 1 kg/kW. The motor is also of simpler construction, robust, maintenance-free and
highly overloadable. It can reach up to 2000 revs/min.

For the regulation of traction force and engine revs there has to be variable frequency and
voltage. Meeting these regulatory conditions it requires high expenditures on the power
circuit. The reverse gaining of energy when braking is possible to use with high efficiency.
Transverse engine
It is a specific type of alternating asynchronous motor. Into this engine there is conducted the
current in circumferential direction from the rotor and the magnetic flow of stator is not
perpendicular to the axis of rotor, but it is parallel.
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3.2 Synchronous electric motor
In a synchronous electric motor there corresponds the circular frequency with the rotating
magnetic field. According to the way of exciting there can be distinguished the winding
excited rotors or the permanent magnet excited rotors. With the first type, the rotor has the
winding which is charged with DC current. The rotor can be smooth or with salient poles.

This construction has an advantage that there is achieved a wide range of constant maximal
engine power, as a result of DC change.
In the permanent magnet excited synchronous motors there is the magnetic field in the rotor
excited by the permanent magnets that means without needing any additional electric power.
The advantages are the low installation space inside the motor and high efficiency.
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Advantages of AC motors:





technically perfect
compact and robust construction and therefore need no maintenance
enable high revs
high efficiency as DC motors

Disadvantages of AC motors:



high costs of controlling
higher price

3.3 Reluctance motor control
The reluctance motors are based on the long-known technique of reluctance stepper motor
when they use changing of magnetic conductivity in relation to the location of rotor. Even
though it is possible to construct a reluctance stepper motor easily and cheaply, for many
decades it has been little used due to its nonlinearity, it means the dependence of torque on the
position of rotor. This disadvantage can be through appropriate controlling balanced.
We differentiate between two basic types. A reluctance motor based on a synchronous
machine principle with salient poles and so called switched reluctance motor, its base there
forms an electro-mechanical convertor. The first type is a synchronous machine without
exciting winding and with the rotor adjusted the way that its magnetic conductivities are
maximally different. The switched reluctance motors are characteristic the way that they are
unable to work without cooperation with electronic circuits, opposite to other electric
machines. According to the way of controlling they can work in a stepper mode or in
continual rotating one.
The reluctance motor is an unusual form of AC engine. On the stator there are simple coils
charged with voltage of one polarity. In its rotor there is no exciting winding or snap-action
19

contact. The rotor is made from soft iron and it has pole pieces in the shape of cogged wheel.

The principal lies in that after the current is supplied into the corresponding coils the rotor sets
itself the way that the magnetic circuit has minimal magnetic resistance. Through the engine
power electronics it is possible the revs and torque of reluctance motor influence very well.
The reluctance motor starts running asynchronically and then runs synchronically.
The term reluctance implies on the magnetic resistance which a rotor in the magnetic field
represents. Because of weightless gaps among cogs in the rotor the rotor of reluctance motor
has very low moment of inertia and thus very high possibilities of acceleration.
Advantages of reluctance motors:








high torque with low revs
high efficiency
robust construction
low costs of maintenance
stable engine running when one or more phases stop working
high overloadability and low heating up
high efficiency and financially affordable

Disadvantages of reluctance motors:




torque is not linear (impulse momentum)
higher noise emission
with high revs there are high demands on controlling and engine power part
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3.4 Comparison of the most widespread electric traction motors
In the following chart there are compared the most widespread traction motors and as it is
obvious, all listed types are suitable for driving vehicles, especially the synchronous motors.
The best meeting of the given property is marked by number 10.

price

efficiency

weight

range
Pkonst

overloada
bility

reliability

Stage of
developme
nt

direct current

10

7

6

10

10

7

10

asynchronous

8

8

6

9

10

9

9

synchronous

8

10

7

10

10

9

8

transversal

7

10

8

8

10

10

7

reluctance

9

6

7

4

10

9

5

DC without brushes

8

10

10

8

9

10

8

motor

Chart: A comparison of different traction electric motor conceptions
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4

Hybrid drives

Electric vehicles with batteries can not meet the requirements of users at present. Their range
is not sufficient and efficiency and emission depend on the type of power source. The electric
motor does not emit any pollutants and is very quiet. In the generator mode it can change
kinetic energy to electric energy. It has a high efficiency in a wide range of revs. The
combustion engine can also work with high efficiency, but only in a narrow range of engine
power and revolutions. Energy density of fuel is many times higher than with accumulators
and that enables a compact and light construction. The disadvantage is the meeting of
legislative requirements regarding emissions. Therefore, as a possible solution which suggests
itself is the hybrid drive.
The word “hybrid” implies a combination of several energy sources for driving a means of
transport. It can be for example a combustion engine, electric motor and accumulator, fuel
engine, electric motor and accumulator, combustion engine and flywheel etc. The most used
one is the combustion engine, electric motor and accumulator combination.

4.1 Comparison of efficiency of individual motor types
The efficiency of contemporary combustion engines approximately ranges from 30 to 40 %.
The spark-ignition engines have their efficiency rather on the lower line, the compression
ignition engines are a bit better. This value is largely given by the efficiency of
thermodynamic cycle itself which has clear physical limitations. There cannot be expected a
substantial improvement not even in the future. The problem is that this efficiency is maximal
and can be reached only when the engine operates at optimal conditions. In the urban traffic
the efficiency reaches considerably under 10 %. With an easy calculation can be found that at
average speed of 30 km/h and fuel consumption 5 l/100 km, the efficiency will be 6 %. An
extreme case is the idle running when the total efficiency equals zero. The engine uses fuel,
but the car does no work. On the other hand, the contemporary electric motors have the
efficiency about 90 %, namely with a wide range of revs and load. Therefore, an ideal
solution should be the construction of electric cars. Unfortunately, it is impeded with too
heavy weight of needed accumulators and short total drive duration (range).
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The combination of combustion engine and electric motor leads to the properties of vehicles
that enable universal use, thus emissionless drive in the areas burdened with polluted
emissions with very short driving sections where the use of combustion engine has low
efficiency and intercity traffic with combustion engine when the engine powers are higher as
well as ranges.
With hybrid vehicles there can be the arrangement of driving system divided into two main
groups, series and parallel.

4.2 Series arrangement
A series hybrid vehicle, similarly to a battery vehicle, is driven exclusively with the electric
motor. As a source of energy there is used a combustion engine which drives the generator
and through the generated electric current there are driven the traction motors or recharged its
batteries. All driving components are mutually arranged in a series.

The mechanical connection of the combustion engine for driving in a series arranged vehicle
is possible with constant revs only in the optimal operation mode, with respect to efficiency
and exhaust emissions. The combustion engine can be used in a very narrow range of revs or
even with constant revolutions. Thanks to this there drop out the wasteful points of
operational characteristics, namely the idle running or the low range of part load values.
Therefore, the engine can be set for the optimal operational range with the highest efficiency.
The battery is considerably smaller than an electric car battery. If the batteries can not cover
some moment energy consumption, the combustion engine is automatically started up. In
contrast to the advantage of series arrangement, there is a disadvantage of multiple energy
transformation. With respect to the battery charging efficiency there is hardly higher
mechanical efficiency than 55 % between the combustion engine and the driving axle. On rare
occasions there is an effort to try to use a gas turbine instead of the combustion engine for the
generator propulsion.
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4.3 Parallel arrangement
With the majority of today sold hybrid vehicles there is used the parallel arrangement. The
vehicle is equipped with a combustion engine and an electric motor which are connected with
the wheels via the manual transmission. A common way of arrangement is placing of the
electric motor/generator between the combustion engine and transmission (for example
Honda Insight and Civic).

The generator has the function of starter and alternator. For accumulation of electric power
there is a battery with a substantially higher voltage than it is usual with common cars (12 V).
Due to the efficiency increasing of combustion engine there are some appliances as the power
steering or air conditioning which are run by the electric motor. Because of this their revs are
independent of the motor revolutions and besides if the equipment does not work there is no
energy supplied to it (the philosophy of BMW).
Two energy sources are connected with a shaft and the final moment is given by summation
of their instantaneous moments. If there is used only one motor, the second motor rotates with
the first one without supplying any engine power (idle running), or it can be disconnected
through the clutch. With cars there is more common to use the connection through the
epicyclic gear. An unusual mode of parallel hybrid vehicle is the one that the majority of
engine power is produced by the combustion engine and the electric motor is involved only in
case of accelerating. An advantage is the possibility of recuperation.
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4.4 Further dividing of hybrid vehicles
According to the level of „hybridisation" we distinguish:




Full hybrid
Power assist hybrid
Mild hybrid

Full hybrid
There belong only the hybrids which are able to drive only with the electric drive or can
combine both the combustion engine and electric motor. It means that they are equipped with
an engine power divider. The combustion engine does not have the privileged position. As for
the engine power parameters, which can be compared with a conventional car, the volume of
combustion chamber is lower. It is for example Toyota Prius or Lexus RX400h. A next step to
perfection with these hybrids is so called PHEV (Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle). The vehicle
is equipped with the batteries which enable recharging directly from the electric grid. A scale
for these cars represents the range which it is able to drive without using the combustion
engine.
Power assist hybrid
A combustion engine is the primary drive unit of this car. If there is a need to accelerate there
is connected in the electric motor, so called electric boost. The electric motor is located
between the engine and transmission. The vehicle is equipped with the accumulators which
are recharged when driving downhill or braking. Sole electric drive is practically not possible
because of the low engine power of electric motor. The electric motor works too as a
generator, for example when braking. An example is Honda Civic with IMA system.
Mild hybrid
It is not an official category name for the hybrid vehicles, but it is more a phrase used by
marketing departments. The vehicle is equipped with a generator which takes on the function
of starter and alternator. These cars use so called stop-start mode. When approaching a
crossroad there is the combustion engine switched off, but other appliances as air conditioning
are still running. If you step out the brake pedal, the combustion engine starts up again and the
vehicle is ready to accelerate. BMW went even further and with the full engine load there is
disconnected the alternator and the other way round with the low load the accumulator is
recharged (moreover it has a bigger capacity by 20 %).
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4.5 Principal of hybrid drive operating
Given the fact that nowadays the parallel hybrid drives are the subject of popularity there will
be their operating described in more detail. The main use is with cars. The arrangement of
main components of hybrid drive in the car is depicted below

4.6 Operational modes of hybrid system
Common use – for propulsion of the car is used the combustion engine. With a part of energy
from the combustion engine there are recharged the batteries depending on their present
charged state.

Acceleration – when accelerating, for example during overtaking, there is needed a short-time
engine power rising of drive aggregate. For propulsion of wheels there is used the engine
power of combustion engine as well as the engine power of electric motor charged in that
moment from the electric power accumulator.
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Braking – when slowing down the kinetic energy of a vehicle is transformed into the electric
power which recharges the accumulator of vehicle. The vehicle is of course equipped with
some hydraulic brakes which are activated in case of sharp braking.

Among the important criteria of hybrid systems evaluation there are the energy density and
engine power density related to the unit of weight or the unit of volume. Energetic density
Wh/kg expresses in fact the capacity of energy storage. Engine power density W/kg serves to
assessment of car dynamic properties. Both depend on the kind of drive and system of energy
storage. Among other parameters there belong the amount of instantaneous taken-off and the
supplied engine power. The lifetime period of motor and accumulator are dependent on that.
For comparison of systems there are also important their economy, low fuel consumption,
high lifetime and low emissions of exhaust pipe and noise.
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5

Accumulators

5.1 Traction battery demands
The traction batteries are, as for getting to the market of battery vehicles, the most important
component of electric drive. Their power density, that means amount of electric power per
unit volume, determines the final speed and acceleration of vehicle. Their energy density, thus
the content of energy per unit of weight, determines their range. On the traction batteries of
vehicles there are placed following demands:





the possibility of fast charging the accumulator, maintenance-free, a lifelong period of
5 – 10 years,
enable the driving performance more than 50 000 km,
reaching the energy density at least 200 Wh/kg, the power density about 100 W/kg,
the battery price should not exceed 150 Euro/kWh.

At present there are used lead-acid batteries and gas-proof nickel-cadmium batteries. Both are
already close to the expected values of power density. However, they do not reach the
required storage capacity. Moreover, the lifelong period of a lead-acid battery is very limited.
The biggest problem of all battery types is their high weight and their installation space in
comparison to a traditional fuel tank. The comparison of energy storage of alternative drive
types in terms of weight and volume with 67 l fuel tank filled with petrol is made in the chart.
Energy
source

Petrol

Diesel

Ethanol

Methanol

Hydrogen
liquid

Hydrogen
Ti-Fe

Lead
battery

Battery
Na-S

Efficiency
(%)

20

30

23

23

20

22

70

70

Volume
(l)

67

46

86

97

250

264

2 040

1 430

Weight (kg)

47

32

67

75

124

1 048

5 300

1 430

Chart: Weight and installation space comparison of fuel tanks of various energy types
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In the next chart there is an overview of important data of particular battery types.
Battery type

Energy density

Output density

Durability

Price

Wh/kg

Wh/l

Wh/kg

Wh/l

cycles

years

€/kW

Lead

30-50

70-120

150-400

350-1 000

50-1 000

3-5

100-150

Nickel-cadmium

40-60

80-130

80-175

180-350

>2 000

3-10

225-350

Nickel–metal
hydride

60-80

150-200

200-300

400-500

500-1 000

5-10

225-300

Sodium-nickelchloride

85-100

150-175

155

255

800-1 000

5-10

225-300

Lithium-ion

90-120

160-200

300

300

1 000

5-10

275

150

220

300

450

> 1000

-

< 225

Zinc-air

100-220

120-250

100

120

-

-

60

Target values

80-200

135-300

75-200

250-600

600-1 000

5-10

90-135

Lithium-polymer

Chart: Summary of individual battery data

5.2 Principal of batteries
The galvanic batteries, accumulators and the further described fuel cells change the chemical
energy directly into electric one. Batteries and accumulators work according to the basic
principal that two electrodes from different materials are dipped into a liquid or a solid matter
(electrolyte) which contains the moving particles charged with electric energy. That enables a
conductive connection between two electrodes inside the cell. The electrolyte is usually a
diluted acid or alkali or dissolved salt.
Electrodes have some different potential in contrast to electrolytes which corresponds to their
various positions in the line voltage. That causes some voltage among them. If they are
connected through an external conductor, the current flows through them. Inside the galvanic
cell there is closed the current circuit by moving ions which are flowing through the
electrolyte from one electrode to another. In a copper-zinc battery there the ions flow from the
electrode with small potential, that means form the zinc one. On the copper electrode there are
the ions of copper in a solution (for example copper-chloride) reduced to copper with help of
free electrons. The current flows as long as there are not all copper ions used in the solution,
thus till all the chemical energy is changed into the electric one.
The first electric cell was invented by A. Volta (1745-1827) in 1800. That is how the first line
voltage was determined. The electropotential between two electrodes of a galvanic cell does
not depend on the size or shape of electrodes, but only on their material. The typical values
are from 1 to 4 V. If there is a need to achieve some higher electropotential, then there must
be linked more galvanic cells in a series. In contrast to batteries (primary cells) the chemical
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reactions in accumulators (secondary cells) are principally reversed. Accumulators can be
recharged. The number of charge cycles and discharging is mostly limited because reverse
chemical processes do not run perfectly. There is also partially used term “battery” for
accumulators, because this term (in the theme of vehicle technique) has also been
implemented into the technical literature for secondary cells. The best know example is the
starting lead accumulator in a vehicle.

5.3 Lead accumulator
In a charged lead accumulator the cathode (a negative electrode) consists of pure lead and the
anode is (a positive electrode) made of lead dioxide. Between the both electrodes there is an
electropotential of ca 2 V. The electrolyte is a diluted sulphuric acid.

If the accumulator is being discharged, there are diffusing the lead ions into the electrolyte
where they react into the lead sulphate. At the same time the electrons flow through the
external current circuit to the anode. During the discharging is the reaction reversed. There is
again formed lead, lead dioxide and sulphur acid from the lead sulphate and water. The
discharging and charging process is schematically depicted in the following equation.
2PbSO4 +2H20 = PbO2 +Pb+2H2SO4
The price advantage of production and long-term practical experience presuppose that there is
the lead accumulator still used in the majority of energy storages for electric vehicles. A
disadvantage is that it is too heavy and can accumulate only very low amount of energy, ca 25
Wh/kg. Nowadays, the lead batteries for electric vehicles can be approximately 80x charged
and discharged. The lead batteries used for starting have the same lifelong period parameters
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and the number of cycles two times higher than for electro-drive purposes. It is given by
higher straining when they are used for propelling a vehicle. By shortening the charging
period, for example to 2 hours, there is the capacity lowered by about 20 %. In the battery
lead-acid there is the electrolyte which contains sulphur acid as a gel. Therefore, there rather
sinks the energy density, but the battery is this way gas-proof and maintenance-free.
One of the last lead accumulator types is based on the principle of cylindrical cell technology.

In contrast to the typical accumulators it has a 3x longer lifelong period. Its supporting
structure is made of pure lead. The electrolyte is contained in the microporous glass wool of
separators. The hydrogen and oxygen produced during charging are recombined into water.
The accumulator is maintenance-free. The fast recombination is enabled by a layer between
the negative electrodes. This arrangement in the cell is created and kept in the vacuum during
the cycles and especially during the fast charge with high currents. The charging current can
reach up to 100 A with the voltage of 14.4 V. This way there can be the full charge time made
shorter to one hour. Up to now the trials have proved a lifelong period of lead accumulators
used for driving vehicles which is about 4 years or 300 charge cycles and with the range of
25 000 km. The real range of vehicles with the lead accumulators at one charging is about 50
km. The traction accumulator batteries show a lower range of operating temperatures from 15 up to +45 °C. That leads to a substantial range decrease of an electric vehicle with higher
temperatures.

5.4 Nickle-cadmium batteries
The nickel-cadmium batteries have a great importance for electric vehicles. In consumer field
they are produced as small, gas-proof, closed button cells. As big batteries they are currently
used in a shape of open cells. If they are supposed to be made maintenance-free for an electric
vehicle, they have to be made in a gas-proof version and their capacity can be increased by a
special structure of electrodes.
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The electrodes are composed of the fibres which contain conductive nickel layered materials.
The both active matters, nickel oxide and cadmium, enable a strong battery discharge. The
electrolyte is the water solution of potassium hydroxide which, as well as the diluted
sulphuric acid of lead battery, does not participate in the reaction, but only in the
transportation of ions between the electrodes. The battery can be charged very fast.

The vehicle equipped with this type of batteries can reach a higher range, up to 50 % more
than the lead batteries of the same weight. Under certain conditions there is created a memory
effect. To achieve the full capacity the battery has to be regularly fully (cyclically)
discharged. The reaction during charging and discharging of nickel-cadmium accumulator is:
2NiOOH + 2H20 + Cd = 2Ni(OH)2 + Cd(OH)2
The nickel-cadmium batteries reach a lifelong period of 1500 cycles with the range of
120 000 km even though they have the higher purchase costs than the lead ones.
A new type of these accumulators (for example HOPPECKE FNC) uses a technology where
the positive and negative electrodes are made of plastic bonded sheets and in the special baths
they are nickel-plated. This way there is created a light compact electrode in which there is
polished nickel hydroxide into the positive sheet and cadmium hydroxide into the negative
one. The insulation of sheets is made with the plastic separators. The cell voltage is 1.2 V.
These accumulators stand out especially for their high current loadability, a high number of
cycles up to 3000, a high lifelong period of 20 – 25 years, its low weight and a wide range of
temperatures from -50 to + 50 °C. For example, the “T” type accumulator is used for driving
accumulators of traction vehicles, the type “X” meets the demands of charging with very high
current for the time shorter than 10 minutes. A next accumulator, which is suitable for the
propulsion of vehicles, is from the company SAF T. Namely, the type STM has the capacity
of 100 Ah with water cooling and with a system of automatic refilling of distilled water which
is integrated right into the top of the battery. They can be stored in empty and discharged state
for many years under recommended conditions.
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Advantages of Ni-Cd accumulators:






lower self-discharge
resistant even with low temperatures
resistant to shocks and short circuits
resistant to overcharging and total discharging
a higher lifelong period than with the lead accumulators

Disadvantages of Ni-Cd accumulators:






a high price
lower voltage on the cell
higher internal voltage loss
worse charge state checking
need to be recycled (cadmium presence)

5.5 Nickel-metal hydride battery
A nickel-metal hydride battery is similar to the nickel-cadmium battery which is mainly used
in the modern electric vehicles. Its anode is based on the nickel compounds and its negative
electrode is from compounds absorbing hydrogen. The electrolyte is diluted hydroxide
solution. In between there is a separator filled with the background electrolyte, mostly it is the
diluted calcium solution or lithium hydroxide. During discharging there is the nickel oxide
hydroxide (NiOOH) reduced on the anodes with water and nickel hydroxide where it takes
from the molecule one electron. There is formed an OH group which goes to the cathode
where the hybrid hands over one electron and one hydrogen atom. The electron flows through
the external current circuit and the hydrogen atom forms an OH group with water. During
charging there is this process ongoing in the reverse direction, see the following
representation:
Ni(OH)2 + M = NiOOH + MH

where M stands for the compound and MH for the metal
hydride.

The voltage of intercell connectors when running idle is from 1.3 up to 1.4 V, the specific
energy is 55-80 Wh/kg. The nickel-metal hydride batteries are environment-friendly. Besides
they have higher power and energy density in comparison to the nickel-cadmium batteries.
However, they can not be so often charged and discharged. There also work some memory
effect with them. There are still problems only with their higher price and relatively expensive
recycling at the end of its lifelong period.
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5.6 Lithium-ion battery
The lithium-ion battery cathode consists of Li2MnO2 or LiCoO2 or LiNiO2. The anode is
made of carbon matrix which is prepared from some graphitised parts of coke. The electrolyte
is made from a conductive salt (for example LiPF6) and a dissolving agent. In case of the Liion system with a LiCoO2 cathode and a carbon anode there run the electrode reactions,
defined for the cathode with equation
Li1-x CoO2 = xLi+ + LiCoO2 + xeand for the anode with equation
xLi+ + C + xe- = LixC
Between the electrodes there arises a difference in potentials from 3.6 to 3.7 V. During
charging the ions of lithium are stored into the carbon cathode-grid. In state of discharging
they are being released again. The ions between the anode and cathode oscillate, that is the
reason why this accumulator is called the oscillating battery in spoken language. The
characteristic cell shape is cylindrical. The lithium-ion batteries have high energy and power
density and the same cyclical stability as the nickel-metal hydride batteries. The specific
energy reaches from 120 to 130 Wh/kg and the lifelong period up to 1000 cycles. There is no
memory effect with them. Their capacity relatively highly depends on temperature. It sinks
fast out of the optimal range which is from 5 to 30 °C. A next problem is still a quite high
price.

5.7 Lithium-iron-phosphate battery (LiFePO)
These new types of batteries stand out for their excellent fast charging, a high number of
charge cycles, minimal self-discharge and higher current loadability. The charging voltage of
cells is 3.6 V, namely 3.2 V. Their energy density is 90–120 Wh/kg. We can compose the
battery and achieve a higher required nominal voltage. For a short time the cell can supply
operating current up to twentyfold the amount of the cell capacity. With this type of battery
there practically does not exist self-discharging and it can be recharged at any time without
waiting for the total discharge.
These accumulators are beneficially used as a direct substitution for the lead accumulators
because a 4-cell set has in operation very similar voltage as a 12 V lead accumulator.
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5.8 Lithium titanate oxide battery (LTO)
The material of LTO battery has a big specific area regarding its weight, therefore there is
possible fast charging and discharging. Another advantage is the operating in low
temperatures and a very long lifelong period of cycles (thousands of cycles). The rated
voltage of one cell is lower than with the previous type and that is 2.4 V. The energy density
is also lower. The price is higher.

5.9 High-temperature batteries
The high-temperature batteries, also called the high power batteries, need the operating
temperature between 250 and 330 °C. In a stage of prototype level there are currently sodiumsulphur and molten-salt batteries. The molten-salt battery is called as the ZEBRA-battery
(Zero-Emission Battery).
With both battery types the cathode is not a firm sheet, but liquid sodium. The anode, as its
name implies, is made of solid nickel chloride or sulphur. It is dipped into some viscous
liquid, for example nickel chloride particles mixed with melted salt. The both electrodes are
separated by the insulated ceramics from aluminium oxide through which there is a flow of
sodium ions at temperature about 300 °C.
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During discharging of the molten-salt batteries there is formed table salt and nickel in the
melted salt. During charging there are reversely formed the initial matters. Sulphur is highly
corrosive at high temperatures. In time of battery construction it has to be taken in account
therefore there is used the permeable steel cylinder which prevents the fast inter-reaction of
sulphur and sodium. There is no corrosion with the anode made of solid nickel chloride.
The advantages of high-temperature batteries are:





three times higher energy storage in comparison to a lead accumulator
maintenance-free
waste heat is used for heating
there is no chemical self-discharging

The disadvantages are:



operational temperature has to be kept
the lifetime period is relatively short

5.10 High-capacity capacitor - supercapacitors
They are capacitors with a high lifelong period for repetitive use. They supply the amount of
electric power, through discharging and charging, which is needed for the covering of power
peaks during acceleration and the big load on the vehicle, mainly they are used with the
hybrid vehicles.
These capacitors keep energy right in the form of electric power. Thanks to this fact, this
accumulating feature is principally the most efficient and there is needed no energy
transformation into another form, thus there are no losses. They are produced by various
technologies. There are capacitors based on ceramics, the typical cylindrical or metallic ones,
or the electrolytic and tantalum capacitors.
The high-capacity capacitors reach the capacity up to 104 F. They are based on using the
properties of an electrical double layer. Between the two electrodes from porous carbon there
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is the liquid or gel electrolyte. The porous carbon guarantees extremely high specific area up
to 2000 m2/g. It also provides very low resistance in the feeding electrodes. There is provided
a high speed of charging and discharging process through this. Another advantages lie in the
low losses of stored energy during a cycle and in the low breakdown strength of the electric
double layer.

The capacitors are ordered in a series, parallel or in series parallel order to achieve the
demanded parameters. This way is got a capacitor with the high capacity and with the high
power and energy density. As an example can serve a module by Siemens Company, with the
capacity of 100 F and the power density of 80 W/kg which is able to give the power up to
12.5 kW for the period of 5 seconds. It is used with the peak loads for example when there is
fast acceleration, setting in motion or overtaking.

5.11 Charging of accumulators
For charging the accumulators of electric vehicle we can use the charging stations which are
public or private. They can be classical or fast charging. Charging of electric vehicles is
described in the Standard IEC 61851-1:2001 (it corresponds to ČSN EN 61851-1).
Charging modes
For charging from the AC power grid there are defined 3 modes of charging.
Charging mode 1 – a vehicle is connected directly into the distribution network, usually
through a common electric network socket. From the safety point of view it is rather
problematic and also the operation of charging process is imperfect.
Charging mode 2 – there is connected an in-cable-control-box between an electric car and a
household plug-in. It takes over the safety function as for example watching the protective
earthing (PE) conductor and there is required on the car a charging connector following IEC
62196 (corresponds to ČSN EN 62196-1).
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Charging mode 3 – Into the charge points there are firmly integrated the safety functions and
pre-setting of charging current through the control-pilot device, through this there is enabled
the load and energy control. For this charging mode, which should be in the private sphere
preferred, there are determined the connector devices according to IEC 62196 on the side of
vehicle as well as on the side of charging infrastructure.

Types of connectors
Principally, there are possible various types of connectors – type 1, 2, or 3.
Type 1 connector follows IEC 62196-2 and it is designed for the single-phase charging with
current from 16 to 32 A (mode 2), as well as for the three-phase charging with the current up
to 63 A (mode 3). Type 2 is preferred with the German car producers. This robust and simple
connector for using enables the system transmitting high powers, namely with the singlephase version up to 3.7 kW, with the three-phase version even up to 43 kW.
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Type 3 connector is designed for charging with the current of 16 – 32 A and it is currently
used by the Italian car producers.
Charging station
A charging station in a private parking shelter or a garage can be without some functions.
Identification is mostly not required, measuring of power energy serves mostly only for short
info and it has to be in accord with the law of calibration only according to special contracts
about traction current. This system is often designed as the wall one – with a socket and free
connecting charging cable or with a cable which is on one side firmly connected to the
charging station and on the other side it has the connector for connecting it with a vehicle.
The charging station should be reliably operational in adverse weather conditions as for
example in case of freezing or direct sun rays. Through the communication interface is the
charging station connected with information technique inside the object. There are also
welcomed the remote screenings of charged electric power amount on a smart phone or the
remote access through the electric power supplier who sends the rate signals on the charging
station.
In a half-private company grid there is necessary to consider the typology of charging
infrastructure rather differentiated way. There can be the requirements for identification and
recording of data about the take-off of traction current in accord with the calibration law. This
system can have a compact control placed for example in the central distribution board from
which there can be controlled more satellite stations which require only lower control
intelligence.
Possibilities of charging accumulators
The possibility of charging accumulators is so called AC Slow Charging. That means slow
alternating charging. This principal is primarily intended for the household charging. For this
way of charging there is always used a charging unit built in the vehicle. Its power is in most
cases limited by current of 16 A with respect to securing of sockets in common households or
garages. In this case the charging time is given by range of 5 - 8 hours.
In case that the producer equips the car with a stronger charging unit for example 32/64 A
then it is so called AC Fast Charging, thus the fast alternating recharging and the time for
recharging is adequately shorter. In this case a common household socket is not sufficient and
it is necessary to use sufficiently dimensioned connection of electric power, so called AC
pole.
With series electric car production the car makers still keep the mentioned 16 A to enable the
charging from common sockets. For fast charging of electric vehicles they offer the
alternative called DC Fast Charging that means the fast direct current charging. The role of
charging unit installed in the car takes over in this case an external, usually, very strong
charging station with the power of 50 – 250 kW. The time of charging usually ranges between
15 and 30 minutes with this way of charging.
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When recharging with the station ABB Hermes 1.0 which has the power of 50 kW it is
possible to count with the charging time about 15 minutes for a small electric car. This value
corresponds to the charging from 25 to 80 % of battery capacity that is the most common
situation in real life. As for charging from 80 to 100 % battery capacity, there is needed about
extra 50 minutes. It works on the physical principal of charging batteries. The fastest charging
of batteries goes on in the initial phase and the slowest in the final phase. That means in the
range 80 – 100 % of capacity.
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6

Control of electrical drives

6.1 S eparately excited DC motors
Their advantage lies in the simple and fluent regulation of revs in the wide range and in the
continual transition from driving to braking. From elementary equations which describe a
direct current motor arises that for controlling revs and braking we can use these means:






Voltage control
Power flow control
Rotor resistance control
Counter current braking
Regenerative braking

Voltage control
During the voltage control there is no increase in losses, the torque is not limited and there is
easily made the reversion of engine.
Power flow control
The power flow control has been used as a complementary additional because there has been
reduced the torque and maximal revolutions. Moreover, there must have been watched the
exciting due to the DC motor de-excitation.
Rotor resistance control
The rotor resistance control is very loss-making and it has been mostly used for starting DC
machines.
For regulation of all DC electric motor types there is used the electric charging regulation of
motor winding by using the silicon thyristors of convertor with the right-angled flow of
voltage. The chosen mean value of current is set through the changing frequency and
amplitude. For braking in the range of field regulation there is sufficient to increase the
exciting of field. The voltage of motor raises over the voltage of battery and this way is the
energy transferred back to the battery through the diodes and thyristor.
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6.2 Asynchronous motor
The use of asynchronous motors has started to be realized thanks to the development of semiconductor technology and the evolution of convertor and regulatory technology. For the
regulation of motor traction force and revs there has to be variable frequency and voltage.
There are required high costs on the power circuit for fulfilling these regulatory demands. The
reverse gaining of energy when braking can be carried out with high efficiency.
For regulation of the asynchronous motors there are needed the power inverters which enable
the scalar or vector control of revolutions. With the scalar control there are used the frequency
of oscillation convertors with the voltage inverter for voltage-frequency control. We try to
keep here a certain voltage-to-frequency balance.
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The vector controlling is used with controlling of dynamically demanding drives with
asynchronous motors. It is a separate controlling of the torque and current. The base of
regulatory circuit is the revolution regulator for regulation of torque and the regulator of
voltage for current regulation. Then the circuit contains the matematical model of motor and
the block of vector regulation for the vector calculation of demanded voltage.
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7

Fault diagnosis

The diagnosis of drive faults with electric cars is currently made exclusively in specialized
repair shops where the diagnostics is carried out with a PC by means of special software. By
means of these software there is diagnosed a fault and if it is possible to fix it (for example
tightening and etc.), it is repaired. Fixing a significant fault is done through changing the
whole part for a new one. The repair shop decides if the part will be repaired in the
specialized repair shop or will environment-friendly dispose of it.
In this chapter we will deal with the basic measuring by which we can find out about the
condition of drive and we will describe some parameters and possibilities of their measuring
which are important for learning the motor condition during maintenance.

7.1 Measuring insulation resistance
The insulation resistance of motor winding is one of the fundamental parameters of a motor
which is necessary to check during maintenance aside from checking operational current
taken-off by the motor. This parameter is one which on a long-term basis influences
operational capabilities of all motor types.
Large majority of all faults in motors are caused just with:




worsening or even damaging of motor winding insulation against the frame of motor,
damaging of insulation among constituent coils of motor winding or
damaging of insulation among winding threads of constituent coils.

Basic measuring of insulation resistance of winding
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An elementary measurement of insulation resistance of winding, which can be easily made, is
the finding of insulation resistance with putting some DC voltage of suitable volume on the
constituent coils of motor and calculation of resistance from the ratio of this voltage to the
flowing current. This can be done with the common measuring tool of insulation resistance,
for example Kyoritsu 3125A device (illustration 7.01) with the possibility to select the
amount of voltage from 250 V to 5 kV and the range of measurable insulation resistance up to
1 TΩ.
Regarding the fact that the insulation resistance of winding changes in time as the insulating
material grows old, but also with temperature, which besides influences the speed of aging,
only checking the insulation resistance of a motor is not sufficient and provable indicator of
their condition with respect to a possible fault. (Of course, if we watch it from the viewpoint
of long-term condition of device and do not only take into account the consequence of
neglected system breakdown). It is good to point out that a long-term operational temperature
exceeding of motor winding by only 10 ˚C shortens the lifelong period to its insulation by 50
%!
The lowering of winding insulation properties, in a simple way, manifests itself even with the
gradual “electric elasticity” loss of insulation material. In the upper part of illustration 7.02
there can be seen a random arrangement of molecules in the insulation material and in its
lower part there is their arrangement after putting of DC voltage on the coil of motor.
However, to this arrangement we will not get immediately after putting in the voltage, but
after a certain time because the molecules act like some independent capacitors which are
being charged.
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In a simple way we can the insulation imagine as a parallel connection of resistance R ISO and
of a capacitor C (illustration 7.03). The charging time of this capacitor is dependent of, among
other things, the “electrical” age of insulation material, thus of the fact, that gradually more
and more molecules do not set themselves in the direction of electrical field effect of
insulating material. Locally, there is created a bigger electrical field in the insulation material
and it leads to the micro-defects and this way the insulation resistance gets worse.

After putting in the AC voltage which changes its polarity 100x per second there comes about
the turning of molecules in the rhythm of voltage polarity changing. The slowed-down
molecules, which do not manage to turn due to the aging of insulation, make the insulation
material properties worse and endanger the insulation with a defect.
From the previous description it is clear, that the current is not the same during measuring
insulation, but it changes in time. At the beginning it is high and it gradually falls down to its
stabilization on the lowest value which corresponds to the amount of insulation capability.
The higher this current at the beginning of measuring is and in the stabilization state the lower
is, or vice versa, the lower the initial insulation resistance is and at the end the higher is, the
better the elasticity of material is, and thus the better the electrical age of insulation is. This
ratio can be easily used for finding in what condition the insulation is from a long-term point
of view.
Polarisation index
An indicator which uses this ratio is called polarisation index (PI) (illustration 7.04). In
practice, for example, it uses the ratio of measured resistance after one minute and after ten
minutes from putting in some voltage. That means PI = R ISO10/RISO1. The bigger this ratio is,
the better the age of insulation is. In practice the PI > 4 is good, young insulation, the PI< 1.5
is already very old one which is endangered with a defect. This function can be found, for
instance, with the above mentioned device KEW3125A. In practice it is worth to watch it,
record and evaluate PI in time and with big expensive motors, for example after a half of year
to plot the measured values on a graph.
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Measuring of insulation resistance in coils and their PI can be used for getting the knowledge
about the insulation state and age of all winding of a motor during the maintenance. However,
it does not provide a lot of information about the possible inter-thread defects or defects
independent of voltage which are common, for example when the insulation of a motor gets
wet.
High-potential testing
For verification of this kind of situations there can be easily used a high-potential test. During
this test there is gradually put some voltage on individual coils from the previously charged
capacitor as it is depicted in illustration 7.05. In the formed resonant circuit there appears
some damped oscillation. The time history of this oscillation characterizes the condition of
winding. The change in period and falling of voltage amplitude on the coil are given by the
number of threads, by the inductance of coil, by the DC resistance and the parasitic
capacitance to the motor frame etc. In an ideal case for example during a three-phase motor
testing these damped waves will have the same shape for all three coils. In practice they will
differ very little if they are in a good condition (illustration 7.06). In case of any change in the
number of threads this state will show itself in the shape of this waving. It is possible to very
easily detect for example an inter-thread short circuit or a short circuit between the winding of
two coils etc., as it is depicted in illustration 7.07, where the red course is from the voltage
related short circuit between the two coils of motor.
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Measuring coil resistance with micro-ohmmeters
A next possibility to verify a motor condition is also the measuring of coil resistance with a
micro-ohmmeter. It is important to remind a need to use the 4-wire sensing method which
provides the compensation of measuring cables influence and the contact resistance of
connection. The described measuring methods and several others for quick verification of
motor condition during the maintenance include a device from the German company Schleich
which is called MotorAnalyzer 2 (see illustration 7.08). The measuring part of this device
contains eight connectors for joining three phases with four wires. There can be performed all
elementary motor tests comfortably without reconnection. For testing the voltage over 3 kV
there are two separate safe medium-voltage clamps. There can be measured the insulation and
dielectric strength up to 6 kV – the insulation resistance from 1 MΩ to 99 GΩ.
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The device measures PI and DAR. Then it is made up of the 3 kV high-potential tester for
checking the properties of winding, the low-voltage energy source for four wire measuring of
the winding resistance in the range from 1 mΩ do 499 kΩ, one low-voltage energy source for
measuring the resistance of connection to PE in the range from 0 to 1 Ω and the relay field for
connecting measuring signals to the appropriate motor clamps during an automatic test.
Additional tests
Among the additional tests belong to for example measuring of the inductance of individual
coils and the winding capacitance towards the frame, testing the direction of motor
revolutions before its connecting to the network, searching for the neutral zones of
commutator, looking for an inter-thread short circuit by means of the additional sensors – it is
a test for automobile repair shops when the engine is being repaired.
For easy and fast testing during some maintenance MotoAnalyzer2 is equipped with an
automatic testing mode when there are measured the resistances and inductances of all coils
and is calculated the impedance, the insulation resistance against the frame with the voltage
adjustable from 0 to 3 000 V and finally there is made a test of all windings. This all happens
after pushing the red button without a need to connect any measuring wires on other clamps in
the device because the correct transmission of signal on the right clamp is provided with the
relays inside the device.
In illustration 7.09 there can be seen the results of automatic motor testing, in illustration 7.10
there is the course of PI test and in illustration 7.11 there are the results of high-potential
testing. These tests with MotorAnalyzer 2 enable the automatic stepping with growing voltage
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up to a pre-set value. This way can be easily found a voltage related defect in the winding. As
you can see, the regular checking of above described motor parameters can fundamentally
improve the notion of their condition and possible coming breakdown and for this operation
MotorAnalyzer 2 can become a very efficient assistant.
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7.2 Temperature management of electric drives
It is possible to say that all harmful effects or better some deviations from the optimal state, in
a way manifest themselves, among other things, with some temperature change in the place of
effect. Thus, by checking the temperature of individual driving parts there can be identified a
change as well as the place of further measuring or to locate the place of arising problem.
Nowadays, it is possible to make a check of temperature very comfortably and efficiently
with using the contactless checking method of condition with using a thermal camera.
Using a thermal camera for checking the condition of drive as well as its using in other fields
has several conditions which have to be met and to provide the benefits of such a work. There
can not be used any camera and we can not rely on the fact that on the display there can be
seen the same colour picture. At present there is a wide range of products of thermal cameras
and the properties of individual models and types are very different.
Therefore, when chosing a suitable camera for the purpose of drive measuring there is not a
good idea to use as the main standard of quality the price. The market is very competitive in
this area and therefore it is been long since the camera makers themselves optimalized
individual models for specific using. We can say for certain that a cheap camera that means a
camera in a price price range of tens of thousands will be a very cheap model of a renowned
producer or totally inappropriate for the field of maintenance measuring, or a very cheap
camera carrying a logo of an important brand, but mostly from another field than is the
thermovision (and therefore, with high probability made and assembled in China, or it is a
camera directly made by one of many Chinese producers). There are high risks that the
parameters of such a camera will be poor.
For example, some asymmetry in motor voltage of 1 % evokes up to 9 % asymmetry in the
current, thus the given part of motor winding is getting warmed more than the others. The
warming up of motor winding makes the lifelong period of insulation winding shorter and
results in a fault of the motor. Various warming ups show themselves on the surface
temperature of motor cover (illustration 7.12).
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The asymmetry of taken-off current can show itself even with the uneven warming up of
motor clamps (illustration 7.13).

The same way the transition resistance can show itself on the terminal board. It is therefore
suitable to check the temperature distribution in all parts of drive including the motor clamps
and bearing (illustration 7.14), or the driven parts.

There is important to remind that there is always measured with a thermal camera the surface
temperature and the inner temperature of motor winding will be about 10 °C higher than the
temperature on the motor surface. Thus, there is needed to set on the camera the particular
material or its emissivity. All thermal cameras suitable for the drive maintenance use offer
this.
Then there is important to pay the attention to the right focusing on the right place. An
unfocused picture can contain a fault up to 5 °C. For example the cameras of Fluke line Ti300
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or Ti400 (illustration 7.15) have the automatic focusing by means of laser distance measuring
and this way it is possible to focus on the needed place, though it is, for example, measured
behind a fence. The cameras with another way of focusing, for example similar to the ones
used with regular cameras, can not do this and will focus on the fence.
After the situation assessment there is right to ask questions about the causes of temperature
change in that particular place and to check the electrical ratios on the clamps of drive by
measuring with the analyser. By regular temperature checking of drives there can be found an
initial possible fault and the drive or motor substitute with a faultless one in time. A drive or
motor with a starting fault can be repaired at lower costs rather than if it were used till
damaging.
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Choosing a thermal camera
It is time to say something in brief about choosing the right camera, even though it can seem
that all cameras are the same because on the display there is the same picture.
For the right evaluation of measured temperature apart from the right emissiveness there are
also the camera resolution and distance which it can measure. Simply said, the farther the
operator of camera from the measured place is, the lower the camera resolution is and the
larger area of measured place camera evaluate.
In illustration 7.16 there is visible the area of evaluation from one camera sensor. If the
smallest point, whose temperature is necessary to measure, projects itself from the measured
distance into the area of sensor then it is the real measured temperature of the point. This state
is more obvious in illustration 7.17. This parameter, which determines the ability of camera, is
called IFOV and it is mostly valued in parts per billion. Simply said, for the shortest allowed
distance from which we can measure we gain the minimal needed camera resolution.
From one side there is the minimal number of measuring camera features limited with the
occupational safety – the minimal distance where it is possible to approach the measured
object safely. From the other side it is limited with the largest distance from which the camera
operation wants to exactly measure the temperature, namely what size of the point projects
itself on the sensor. If we take this into consideration there will be reached to minimal 240 x
180 points and more for measuring in drive maintenance.
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An example of electric drive unit
Three-phase electric drive unit VX54
The three-phase electric drive unit VX54 is placed in a form of aluminium pressure cast and it
is in a pair with the single-stage gearbox 0CZ unified into the single construction unit.

Construction arrangement
The three-phase electric drive unit VX54 includes the traction motor V141, the temperature
sensor of traction motor G712, the sensor 1 of rotor position of traction motor G713, the
connection of cooling liquid and three phase connections.
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Traction motor of electric drive V141
The traction motor of electric drive V141 transforms the three-phase voltage into driving
force. The inside rotating rotor is balanced and kept in its position by two bearings. If the
traction motor of electric drive V141 is not being used as a traction motor, it takes over the
function of generator.
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8

Occupational safety

In view of the fact that in terms of electromobility we speak about the work on electrical
devices, from the point of view of safety it is necessary to deal with:




Protection against electric shock
Operation and work on electrical devices
Professional competence of workers in electrical engineering

8.1 Protection against electric shock
The standard ČSN 33 2000-4-41 ed. specifies the basic requirements related to the protection
against an electric shock including some basic kinds of protections (the protection against a
direct contact or against a contact to any live parts) and the protection of people and livestock
against a fault (the protection against indirect contact or protection against a contact to
exposed conductive parts). The standard basically deals with the protection of normal and
dangerous areas from the point of view of electric shock danger.
The fundamental rule of protection against an electric shock is that the dangerous live parts
must not be at normal conditions accessible and the accessible conductive parts must not be
dangerous neither at normal conditions nor at conditions of a fault.
At normal conditions, the protection is provided with the elementary safety measures and the
protection against a fault is secured with the safety measures for protection against a fault.
Otherwise the protection against an electric shock is provided with the tools of increased
protection which provides protection at normal conditions as well as the protection against a
fault.
Electric shock accident
An electric shock accident can be caused by the current which flows through the struck body
and whose amount reaches over a certain safety limit or can be caused as a result of other
undesirable effects of electric current, for example by burning or impacting of electric or
electromagnetic field or by a long-term effect on human health (with DC current).
Electric current flows through a human body if it is in contact with parts of different
potential at the same time. That happens if there is:
a) a contact to the dangerous live parts which has some potential against the ground or
when there is a contact of exposed conductive parts connected with the live parts, or
only when approaching the live parts (medium voltage) – the current flows through a
human body between the place of contact with a live part and a place of contact with
the ground – usually through legs,
b) a simultaneous contact to the dangerous live parts of various polarity or different
potentials, or when approaching them,
c) a contact to the exposed conductive parts on which could appear some dangerous
voltage because of a fault.
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People and livestock must be protected against a danger which can happen if there
is/are:
a) a contact to dangerous live parts:
-

to prevent the formation of possibility that the current could flow through a human
body, or an animal (for example make live parts inaccessible, that means to insulate
them, to close a cover etc.),

-

or to reduce the current which could flow through the body, on a lower level than is
the current level causing an injury.

b) a contact to the exposed conductive parts which become live ones in case of a fault:
-

to prevent any possibility that the current could flow through the human body or
animal in case of a fault

-

or to reduce the current which could flow through the human body in case of a fault
on the level lower than is the level of current causing an injury,

-

or to automatically disconnect the current from the place of fault if there would flow
through the body touching the exposed conductive parts the current equal or higher
than the current which cases an injury

c) some other undesirable effects of electric current
d) some undesirable effects of electric current
-

to use a suitable placing of device or a suitable cover,

-

or to use of some safety tools.

Areas from the perspective of danger of an electric current accident
From the point of view of electric current accident danger which can appear during the
operation with electrical devices, with respect to external influences and their impact, we can
divide areas into:
-

normal areas

-

dangerous areas

-

extra dangerous areas

This dividing is decisive for determining the requirements of additional protection and for the
combination of safety measures
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Safety low voltage limits
The limits of safety low voltages depend on the area where the electrical device is placed and
where it carries out its function.
If there happens
to be a contact
with

Areas

Normal and dangerous

Extra dangerous

The highest safety low voltages of life parts
Alternating 1) [V]

Direct 2) [V]

life parts

25

60

covers 3)

50

120

life parts

-

-

covers 3)

12

25 (30)

1) The nominal voltages to be effective are chosen in the range not to exceed the listed
value. The maximal values for non-sinusoidal course have not been set so far.
2) DC voltages are without a waveform. The term “without a waveform” is regularly
defined as the effective value of waveform voltage which does not exceed 10 % of
the DC part.
3) It means the covers of insulated live parts.
Conventional limits of permissible touch voltages
The conventional limits of permissible touch voltages are given in the chart. These values are
backed up with the long-term experience, but it is also possible to justify them with the
current amounts which can flow through a human body in case of a contact in the mentioned
cases.
As dangerous against the ground are considered the voltages [V] not higher than
these
alternating

direct

in areas

normal and
dangerous
extra dangerous

effecting
permanently

shortly 1)

permanently

shortly 1)

25

50

60

120

-

12

-

25

1)

For a short-termed is considered the effecting in the time when the device or the
electrical installation is in a fault, before this fault is removed.
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Safety measures
Safety measures must consist of:
-

a suitable combination of measures for providing the basic protection and the
independent measures for providing the protection against a fault, or

-

the increased protections which provide the basic protection as well as the protection
against a fault (an example of increased protection is the reinforced insulation)

In every part of insulation there must be applied one safety measure or more of these
measures, whereas there are taken in consideration the conditions of external influences.
Generally there are permitted the following safety measures:
-

automatic disconnection of supply

-

double or reinforced insulation

-

electric separation of the supply to one item of current-using equipment

-

extra-low voltage (SELV and PELV)

Means of basic protection
By means of the basic protection there is provided the protection at normal conditions. They
are applied where they are intended as a part of selected safety measures.
1. Basic insulation of live parts
2. Partitions and covers
3. Barriers and protection by distance (by placing out of reach)
The safety measures which are applied only if the operation of installation is controlled by a
skilled person
-

non-conductive surroundings

-

not earthed bonding

-

electric separation of the supply to one or more items of current-using equipment

Requirements for the protection against a fault (against touching some live parts)
In TN networks there can be used the following protective devices for the protection in event
of a fault:
-

overcurrent protective devices

-

residual-current devices (they must not be used in the TN-C network)
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Protective earthing and protective bonding
The exposed conductive parts must be connected with a protective conductor and this
connection must meet exactly laid down conditions which correspond to the way the network
is earthed. The exposed conductive parts which are also accessible to a contact must be
connected with the same earthing system, either individually or in groups or altogether. Every
circuit must include a protective earthing conductor connected to the corresponding earthing
system.
Protective bonding
In every building there must be interconnected into, so called protective bonding. There are
mutually connected the protective earthing conductor, the earthing supply and the conductive
parts listed below:
-

exposed metal pipes inside a building for supplying for example gas, water

-

structural metal parts if they are at normal using within reach, metal central heating
or air conditioning

-

metal structural armature parts of concrete in cases when these parts are accessible
and reliably connected

If these parts are brought into the building from the outside, they must be bonded, if possible,
the closer the place where they enter the building, the better. Any coats of telecommunication
cables must be connected to the protective bonding. However, at the same time there must be
taken into consideration the requirements of owner or operator of these cables.
Using a degree of protection in the event of a fault (exposed conductive parts)
Using a particular degree of protection against the exposed conductive parts, or measures for
achieving the right way of protection, or their enhancing, are listed in the following chart:
Degree of
protection

A kind of protection and the additional protection by which there can
be reached the required degree of protection
1. automatic disconnection of the supply
2. double or reinforced insulation

Normal
3. electric separation of the supply
4. extra-low voltage (SELV and PELV)
1. automatic disconnection of the supply and
Additional

a) additional bonding, or
b) residual-current device, or
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c) additional insulation
2. double or reinforced insulation and
a) electric separation of the supply, or
b) residual-current device, or
c) additional insulation
3. electric separation of the supply to only one item of current-using
equipment and
a) insulation of input places and mobile inputs, or
b) residual-current device, or
c) additional insulation
4. extra-low voltage protection SELV and PELV and
a) voltage reduction of exposed conductive parts AC 12 V, DC 25 V
and
b) covering or insulation of exposed conductive parts even during
limitation of their voltages
Additional protection with residual-current device
-

with the sockets whose rated current does not exceed 20 A which are used by
laymen (persons without electric-engineering qualification) and are used for general
use

-

with the mobile devices intended for the outdoor use whose rated current does not
exceed 32 A. The exceptions can be:
 the sockets intended for using under the inspection of a skilled or instructed
person, for example in some commercial or industrial operations, or
 the special socket intended for connecting special kinds of equipment
(office and IT technology, or for refrigerators, that means for supplying
devices whose undesirable turning off could be a cause of extensive harm).

If a residual-current device is used in TN-C-S network, there must not be the PEN conductor
used behind the residual-current device on the side of load. Connecting of the protective
earthing conductor with the PEN conductor must be done before the residual-current device
that means on the side of load.
The residual-current device is a device which can protect a human being when the body
(hands, legs, etc.) contacts with a live part, for example with a conductor with damaged
insulation, with the phase of socket etc. It can protect a person when the body touches an
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exposed conductive part, for example a conductive frame of electric motor, a conductive
frame of mower etc. which is alive due to a machine fault. It can protect buildings against fire
starting, or protect electrical devices against a short circuit.
A residual-current device consists of three main parts:
1. Differential current transformer – it reads the input and output current difference
2. Differential (protection) relay – evaluates the difference between input and output
currents and transforms it into mechanical movement
3. Freewheel attached to force contacts – mechanical moving of differential relay
uses for separating force contacts

The differential current transformer has a magnetic circuit and two windings. The first
winding – primary, it forms the phase conductors L1, L2, L3 and the inner conductor N. The
second winding – secondary, if forms the coil which supplies the differential relay.
Functions of residual current device:
If there is a leak of current behind the residual current device, there is the instantaneous
summation of L1, L2, L3 and N conductor currents of the primary winding varied from zero –
there is formed the residual current I – (differential current).
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In the secondary winding there is induced the voltage which through the differential relay and
freewheel disconnects force contacts. The device disconnects the fault. The disconnection
comes about when the residual current gain a certain amount in advance – by the producer set
amount of current. By the production set amount of residual current is called as the rated
residual current I n.
Testing button:
For verifying the right functions of residual current device serves the testing circuit with the
testing button and the resistor connected in a series. Pushing the testing button simulates a
leak of current and the residual-current device breaks the circuit.
Testing is made in regular intervals which are given by the producer. The longest permissible
interval is 6 months.
Functional extra low-voltage (FELV)
The basic protection must be secured either by
-

basic insulation which corresponds to the rated current of primary circuit, or

-

partitions, or covers

The exposed conductive parts of FELV circuit must be connected to the inner conductor of
the electric source (primary) circuit. There is also expected that the input circuit is protected
by automatic disconnection from the source.
The source of FELV network must be a transformer with at least simple separated winding.
Protective measures: double or reinforced insulation
This protective measure is intended for the prevention against appearing of some dangerous
voltage in accessible parts of electrical devices as a consequence of basic insulation fault.
Double or reinforced insulation is a protective measure where:
-

the elementary protection is provided with the basic insulation, the protection in case
of a fault with the additional insulation or

-

the elementary protection and protection in case of a fault are provided with the
reinforced insulation among dangerous live parts and accessible parts.

Protective measures: electric separation
The electric separation is a protective measure where
-

the elementary protection is provided with the basic insulation of live parts or
partitions and covers and

-

the protection in case of a fault is provided with the elementary separation of circuit
from other circuit parts and earthing.
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Protection during
requirements:

electric

separation

must

be

provided

by meeting

these

-

separated circuits must be supplied from the source with at least one simple
separation whose voltage does not exceed 500 V

-

live parts separated from the circuit must not be at any point connected with another
circuit and with the protective conductor

-

to provide the electric separation, there must be taken such measures to provide
accomplishment of basic insulation between circuits

-

flexible cables and wires must be visible all the length and at all parts where is a
danger of their mechanical damaging.

For separated circuits there is recommended to use separated circuits. The exposed conductive
parts of separated circuits must not be connected either with the protective conductor or with
the exposed conductive parts of other circuits with earthing.
Protective measures: protection with extra low-voltage SELV and PELV
The protection with extra low-voltage is a protective measure which is based on one or two
different circuits of extra low-voltage:



SELV or
PELV

This protective measure requires:





the upper voltage in the circuits SELV or PELV limits the voltage ranges I, that means
50 V for AC and 120 V for DC voltage and
the protective separation of circuits SELV and PELV from all other circuits which are
other than SELV and PELV and the basic insulation between the circuits SELV and
PELV and other circuits SELV and PELV and
only in the SELV circuits, the basic insulation between the SELV circuit and earthing.

Use of SELV and PELV is considered as a protective measure efficient at all conditions.
Additional protection: additional protective bonding
The additional protective bonding is considered as a complementation of protection against a
fault. It can include a whole installation or its parts, individual devices or areas.
The additional protective bonding must include all the exposed conductive parts of fixed
devices which are at the same time accessible to a contact and other device conductive parts
including, if it is practicable, the main metal armatures of ferro-concrete. The system of
protective bonding must be connected with the protective conductors of all devices including
the sockets.
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Protective measures: automatic disconnection from the source in TN network
The protective device must automatically break the supplying of circuit conductors of wiring
(L1, L2, L3 and N) or the device in case of a fault of insignificant impedance between a
conductor of wiring and an exposed conductive part or a protective conductor or the device in
a required time of disconnection.
Automatic disconnection from the source is a protective measure whose:
-

basic protection is provided with the basic insulation of live parts or partitions or
covers and

-

protection against a fault is provided with the protective bonding and automatic
disconnection in case of a fault

An automatic disconnection from the source in case of a fault between a phase (a live
conductor) and an exposed conductive part connected with the source ground point there
comes about due to the passing-through fault current, basically it is the single phase short
circuit current. There will response the protective device of the circuit in which a fault
appeared to this current and this circuit is disconnected from its supplying (conductors of
wiring) by the given device. The circuit of the fault current is called the current loop.

RA - the resistance of source ground point or operationally grounded source places should not
exceed 5 Ω, at difficult ground conditions max. 15 Ω.
RB - the total resistance of PEN conductors grounding letting out the power lines from a
transformer substation including the source ground point, though it should not be for the
networks of rated voltage U0 = 230 V and should not exceed 2 Ω.
Rz - the resistance of the earthing system lengthwise of the conductor and at its end.
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The characteristics of protective devices and impedances must meet these requirements:

ZS - The fault loop impedance, including the source, the
conductor of wiring up to the place of fault and the
protective earthing conductor between the place of fault
and source.
Ia - The current activating the automatic function of the
device causing the disconnection in the prescribed time.
U0 - The rated AC and DC voltage against the ground.
In the TN networks it is necessary that the single-phase current in the place where a device
(an appliance, tool or metal distribution board) is installed, and by which it is necessary to
provide some protection against a contact to the exposed conductive parts in cause of a fault,
must be higher than the current which provides the activation of the protective element.
A fault must cause such a short circuit due to which there will be the fault part
disconnected earlier than the operation or other persons touching the live parts will feel
something.

8.2 Operation of electrical installation
This European standard is valid for the operation and working on electrical devices, with
electrical devices or in their nearness. These are all electrical devices operating with the
voltage level from extra low-voltages included up to high-voltage included.
ČSN EN 50 110-1 ed.3 Operation of electrical installation
Definitions
Electrical device – includes all electrical devices which are intended for production,
transmission, transformation, distribution and using of electric power, including energy
sources, as batteries, capacitors and all other sources of accumulated electric power.
Operation and work – include all working activities necessary for making an electrical
device running, including such operations, as switching, control monitoring, maintenance and
also working on electrical devices and electricity-free works.
Electrical device operating - are working operations connected with an electrical device
operating, as switching, monitoring, data reading, regulating, when persons as a matter of
principal touching only the live parts which are intended for it.
Working on electrical devices – are construction, installation, inspections
of electrical devices. The operations can be done on devices without
equipment, close to live parts. According to the way of working carried
devices we talk about work under instruction, work under supervision
inspection.
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Work under instruction – is a work where are given only the most important instructions.
The working persons are responsible themselves for keeping the safety regulations.
Work under supervision – is a work which is done in the permanent presence of a person
who is authorized with supervision and who is responsible for keeping the relevant safety
regulations. The person, who is authorized of supervising on keeping safety regulations do
this during the works and sometimes according to level of necessity. For keeping the safety
regulations are responsible persons who are working themselves.
Work under inspection – is a work which is done under the permanent presence of the
person who is in authorized of supervising and who is responsible for keeping the given
safety regulations.
Hazard – is a combination of likelihood and degree of possible injury or damage of healthy
person who is exposed of a risk or hazards.
Electrical hazard – is a source of possible injury or damage of health by effecting of electric
power from an electrical device.
Dangers of electricity – is a hazard of getting injured from an electrical device.
Injuries (caused by electricity) – death or injury of a person caused by electric current,
burning with an electric arc, fire or explosion caused by electric power when operating or
working on electrical devices.
Work leader – is an authorized person with the final responsibility for operational activities.
If it is required there can be some of the responsibilities handed over to other persons.
Person responsible for electrical devices – is an authorized person with the final
responsibility for the state and operating electrical devices. If it is required there can be some
responsibilities handed over to other persons.
Skilled person (in electrical engineering) – is a person with the required education,
knowledge and experience which enables her/him to avoid dangers and to evaluate hazards
which electricity can bring.
Skilled persons (§5, §6, §7, §8) can:
-

independently operate electrical devices

-

work on some parts of LV electrical devices themselves, namely on the parts without
voltage

-

in proximity to the live parts and on some live parts

-

work themselves on the medium voltage electrical devices without voltage, in
proximity to the live parts under supervision or inspection.

Instructed person – is a person verifiably instructed by skilled persons who enable the
person to avoid the dangers which electricity can bring.
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Instructed persons (§4) can:
-

independently operate simple electrical devices of all voltages

-

work on parts of LV electrical equipment without voltage, in proximity of exposed
live parts in distance which exceeds 200 mm under supervision. On live parts they
must not work. The above mentioned restrictions do not concern simple works
which are determined with the working procedure approved by the person
responsible for electrical equipment.

-

work on the turned off medium voltage device under supervision. In proximity of
live parts they are allowed to work only under supervision. On live parts they must
not work.

-

measure with a testing tool, for example during some informative trials for product
certification, electrical tools etc.

Ordinary person – is a person neither skilled nor instructed.
Ordinary persons (§3) can:
-

independently operate simple extra low voltage and low voltage electrical devices
which are made the way that they can not get in touch with some live parts during
their operation.

-

work in proximity of some live parts, but only when keeping the required safety
clearances. Otherwise, only with the approval of the responsible person for electrical
devices who will provide the required safety measures, for example turns off the
equipment or provides supervision.

8.3 Professional competence in electrical engineering
Regulation No.50/1978 coll.
§3

Ordinary workers

They have been familiarized with the regulations of electrical equipment handling according
to the range of their activities by the institution and warned about the possible hazards when
operating these devices.
§4

Instructed workers

Without education within the field of electrical engineering. They have been familiarized with
the regulations for handling with electrical equipment according to the range of their activities
by the institution and instructed in these activities, warned about the possible hazards when
operating electrical devices. They have been familiarized with providing first aid in case of an
electric current accident.
§5

Skilled workers

They have finished the vocational education and after training passed the final exam.
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(secondary education in the field of electrical engineering with an apprenticeship certificate,
or secondary vocational education in the field of electrical engineering with a maturita exam,
or university education in study branch of electrical engineering).
§6

Workers with independent activity
-

they meet the requirements for workers mentioned above in §5

-

they have at least the shortest required vocational experience

-

proved the knowledge required for independent activities by passing other exams.
up to 1 000 V

over 1 000 V

1 year

2 years

apprenticed,
secondary
educated,
university
§7

Workers for managing activities
-

§8

they meet the requirements for workers mentioned above in §6, have at least the
shortest required vocational experience, proved the required knowledge for
managing activities by passing other exams.
up to 1 000 V

over 1 000 V

apprenticed

2 years

3 years

secondary
education,
university

1 year

2 years

Workers for managing activities connected with power supplying and workers
for operation managing
-

skilled persons with higher qualification (§ 7 or in § 6), have at least the shortest
required vocational experience, proved their knowledge by passing another exam.
up to 1 000 V

over 1 000 V

apprenticed

6 years

7 years

secondary school

4 years

5 years

university

2 years

3 years
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